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Abstract. In human societies, facts are constructed through social con-
sensus. Here, the formation of social institutions in such a society is stud-
ied using a multi-agent-based simulation. Institutions are formed through
communications among members, and the effects of errors in communi-
cation on the formation of institutions are investigated. Our results show
that the institution is established when information suppliers frequently
make errors in their information interpretation. We propose here that
there is a phase transition in the error rate of the information suppliers
in the formation of institutions.

1 Introduction

In the present study, we examine the formation of social institutions in a society
using a multi-agent simulation. In particular, we investigate how errors in com-
munication among members of the society affect the formation of institutions,
when the “facts” emerge from interactions between the members.

One of the remarkable features of humans is that we live in societies and con-
struct cultures. Here, we define culture as dominant modes of action and thought
that are inherited through non-genetic mechanisms and are retained in a group
of organisms. Among animals that form societies and cultures, human cultures
are distinguished by their arbitrariness[1]. In animal societies, most cultures are
related to survival and reproduction, such as methods of food utilisation and
avoidance of enemies, while in human societies, a particular method or form
is selected from among possible arbitrary options and regarded as formal, e.g.,
funeral rites and costumes used in rituals. This means that formality and cor-
rectness of codes of conduct and ethics in a society, such as morals and justice,
are decided both unconsciously and unintentionally by members of that society.

Further, facts are sometimes determined by social consensus. For example,
firms estimate their performance according to an accounting system. The mea-
sure of the estimation, such as the depreciation rate, is determined politically
by agreement among public organisations. In a sense, the evaluation of a firm
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is largely dependent on the social consensus, and if a criterion is changed, the
value of the firm is also changed without any accompanying physical change[2].
That is, facts about the firm’s performance are constructed based on the social
consensus. This character of facts is called “social construction of facts”. It is
discussed that our reality also depends on the social construction[3, 4].

Systems that regulate our behaviour, such as the accounting system and laws,
and that form the basis of our thoughts, such as customs and ethics, are called
social institutions. Veblen[5] defined institutions as “settled habits of thought
common to the generality of men”. Social institutions are often made up through
communication. People living in a complex society, in which little firsthand or
direct information about various events is obtained, make their decisions ac-
cording to information obtained from others. However, it is logically impossible
to confirm the correctness of the information gained, because the confirmation
of certain information requires additional information, which also requires ad-
ditional information for confirmation, and so on. We called this character the
“fundamental imperfection of information” and concluded that institutions work
effectively to economise the cost for each person to confirm the correctness of
information by believing the institutional systems established in the society[6].

Multi-agent-based simulations have been used to study the formation of in-
stitutions and norms[7–10]. These studies barely consider “fundamentally im-
perfect information” and the development of the agents’ cognitive frameworks
(world views or ways of thought) through interactions with others. Our previous
work[11] showed that an institution as an ordered cognitive framework is formed
as a result of social learning, such as the imitation of others’ superficial actions
and the continuous revisions of internal cognitive frameworks. However, in these
studies, the social construction of facts and errors in the communication process
are not considered. Thus, the present study was performed to investigate how
institutions are formed when facts or partial facts are determined socially and
how errors in information interpretation affect the formation of institutions.

Here, we suppose that people obtain information about some objective situ-
ations to be dealt with through communication, interpret it and act according
to the interpretations. A typical example is the stock market where many in-
vestors make decisions about investments in stocks of various firms according
to information supplied by securities companies and rating agencies. How their
decisions are evaluated, i.e., their profit or loss, depends largely on the actions
of all investors. Keynes[12] likened this situation to a “beauty contest” in which
not only does the prize go to the person who receives the most votes but in
which those who vote for the winner also benefit. Thus, it is thought that the
validity of investors’ decisions is partially socially constructed. To understand
firms’ performances, the investors must not only adequately select the informa-
tion suppliers but also correctively interpret the information supplied. Note that
the objective phenomena to be modelled in this paper are not limited to eco-
nomic activities. As mentioned above, there are many activities in which codes
of conduct and ways of thinking are formed through communication and that
affect our activities.
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This paper is organised as follows: In Sec. 2, a multi-agent model is intro-
duced. In Sec. 3, simulation results using the model are described. We discuss
the results from the viewpoint of the formation of institutions in Sec. 4. The
conclusions are presented in Sec. 5.

2 Model

We incorporated incorporate the social construction of facts and errors in infor-
mation interpretation into our previous model[11]. The present model consists of
two types of agents, information suppliers and information receivers, and objec-
tive situations with which the information receivers should deal. The information
flows from the objective situations to the receivers through the suppliers, as il-
lustrated schematically in Fig.1. An event sequence from setting an objective
situation to evaluating the receivers’ decision is called one turn.

1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1

supplier’s
 cognitive framework

receiver’s
 cognitive framework

information 
 from a supplier

decision of a receiver

0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0

Interpretation = XOR

Interpretation = XOR

evaluation
 = matching

Error = bit flip

Error = bit flip

1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
objective situation

(Set randomly)

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
fact

all receivers’ decision
social constuction
 = majority vote

Fig. 1. The Information flow from an object to a supplier and to a receiver.

Each agent has its own cognitive framework for interpreting information. The
framework is expressed by a bit string fS = (fS

1 , fS
2 , · · · , fS

L ) for a supplier and
fR = (fR

1 , fR
2 , · · · , fR

L ) for a receiver. Only the information receivers are aligned
on a 2-dimensional W × W cell-plane with a periodic boundary.

The information suppliers observe the objective situations. One objective
situation consists of L figures, each figure has two states: 0 or 1. The objective
situation is expressed by a vector O = (O1, O2, · · · , OL). Each figure corresponds
to each element of the frameworks, fS ’s and fR’s. The objective situation is
randomly generated at the beginning of each turn.

The information suppliers interpret the objective situations. The way of in-
terpretation is implemented by the exclusive or (XOR) bit operation, defined
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as

XOR(x, y) =
{

0 (x = y)
1 (x 6= y) . (1)

Errors in the interpretation are implemented by the bit flip operation, defined
as

Flip(x) =
{

0 (x = 1)
1 (x = 0) . (2)

The error function, Flip, is operated randomly on each bit according to the sup-
pliers’ error rate εS per bit. Thus, a supplier’s interpretation, IS = (IS

1 , IS
2 , · · · , IS

L),
of information about an objective situation is expressed as:

IS
i = Flip(XOR(Oi, f

S
i ) ) , (i = 1 ∼ L) . (3)

Each information receiver, located on a 2D plane of size W × W , adopts a
supplier as the source of information about the objective situations. A receiver
obtains information, IS , from the adopted supplier and makes its own inter-
pretation, IR, using its cognitive framework, fR, in the same manner as the
information supplier:

IR
i = Flip(XOR(IS

i , fR
i ) ) , (i = 1 ∼ L) . (4)

The error rate of the receivers is denoted by εR. The receivers make decisions
based on their interpretation. In this paper, for simplicity, the decision is iden-
tified with the interpretation.

The receivers’ decisions are evaluated in terms of facts, denoted by F =
(F1, F2, · · · , FL), which are socially constructed through the majority vote,

Fi = Majority(IR
i ) =

{
1

(∑
all receivers IR

i > W 2/2
)

0 (otherwise) . (5)

That is, the fact for ith bit is 1 if more than half of the receivers interpret it as 1,
and vice versa. Each receiver scores the number of bits in its own interpretation,
IR, that match the fact, F . Thus, the score of a receiver, denoted by P , is:

P =
L∑

i=1

(1 − XOR(IR
i , Fi)) (6)

After evaluation, each receiver compares its score with those of the eight
neighbouring receivers. If a receiver has the lowest score alone, then a randomly
selected element in its cognitive framework is altered; otherwise nothing hap-
pens. The lowest scored agent also changes its information supplier, adopting
the supplier adopted by the best receiver among its neighbours. If more than
one receiver has the best score in its neighbours, one is selected at random. That
is, the locally worst receiver imitates the selection of supplier – i.e., the exter-
nally observable behaviour – of the locally best receiver and internally searches
a better framework in a trial-and-error manner, which is the least smart and
memory-less learning method.
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3 Simulation Results

We report the results of simulation using the model described above. The con-
ditions for the simulation were as follows. The size of the information receivers’
plane was W = 21, and the numbers of receivers and of information suppliers
were both 441. The length of the bit strings for the objective situations, the
frameworks and the fact was L = 10. The initial cognitive frameworks were set
randomly. While the receivers revised their frameworks according to the score,
P , the suppliers did not change from their initial framework. Varying the error
rates, εS and εR, we assess the effect of errors on the formation of institutions.

3.1 Erroneous Interpretation by Suppliers

To assess the effects of the suppliers’ interpretation error on the formation of
institutions, we conduct experiments in which only the suppliers make errors.
The error rates are εS = 1E − 5, 1E − 4, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 and 0; and εR = 0.

We observed how the receivers’ selection of suppliers changed over time. A
group in which the receivers adopted the same supplier is called a cluster. The
size of the kth cluster, denoted by Ck, is the number of receivers in the cluster.
The graph shown in Fig. 2(a) shows the dynamics of the size of the largest
cluster, C, for various values of εS . Only in the case of εS = 0.1, the cluster
size expanded rapidly and reached the maximum, Cmax = W 2 = 441. Clusters
hardly developed for other values of the error rate.

The degree of (dis)accordance between the cognitive frameworks of the re-
ceivers is measured by the Hamming distance between two receivers’ frameworks

dist(r, r′) =
L∑

i=1

∣∣∣fr
i − fr′

i

∣∣∣ , (7)

where r and r′ represent two receivers and | · | is the absolute value. The average
distance in the kth cluster,

Dk =
1

2Ck

∑
dist(r, r′) , (8)

is a measure of the (dis)accord of the framework in the cluster, where the sum
is taken over all receivers, r and r′, in the kth clusters.

Figure 2(b) shows the dynamics of the average distance in all clusters,

Dave =
1

W 2

∑

k

CkDk. (9)

Except in the case of εS = 0.1, the average distance converges to a value that
depends in a straightforward manner on the error rate. Specifically, larger error
rate were associated with grater distance. In the case of εS = 0.1, following
the rapid growth of the largest cluster (around 7,000th turn), the receivers’
frameworks begin to show accordance (around 8,000th turn) and finally become
completely common to all the receivers (Dave = 0, around 30,000th turn).
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Fig. 2. The dynamics of the largest cluster size, C ((a) and (c)), and the average
distance in clusters, Dave ((b) and (d)), when the suppliers made errors in their inter-
pretation process ((a) and (b)), and when the receivers made such errors ((c) and (d)).
The x-axis is the turn. The error rates are εS = 1E − 5, 1E − 4, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 0;
and εR = 0 in (a) and (b); εR = 1E − 5, 1E − 4, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 0; and εS = 0 in
(c) and (d). All results are ensemble averages over 10 runs for each point.

3.2 Erroneous Interpretation by Receivers

The situation differs from the previous case when only the receivers make errors
(εR = 1E − 5, 1E − 4, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 0; and εS = 0). The dynamics of the
largest cluster size, depicted in Fig. 2(c), is similar to the case of supplier’s error,
Fig. 2(a). Only when εR = 0.1, the largest error rate in the present experiments,
a cluster expanded. However, the speed of growth of the cluster was much slower
than in the case of suppliers’ error. The average distance did not decrease at all
for εR = 0.1, as shown in Fig. 2(d).

3.3 Social and Physical Facts

In our society, not all facts are constructed fully socially, but some are determined
physically or externally. How a fact is determined socially or physically is a
matter of gradient. Therefore, in addition to social construction, we incorporated
the physical determination of facts into our model by identifying the facts with
the objective situation. That is, if the ith bit of a fact is determined physically,
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then Fi = Oi. The degree of social construction is parameterised by Sc = Ls/L,
where Lsis the number of bits constructed by the majority vote, (5). In this
study, each bit was fixed to either a social or physical fact according to the
parameter Sc.

Figure 3 shows the average distances in clusters at the stationary states
for various values of Sc for both cases of suppliers’ (Fig. 3(a)) and receivers’
errors (Fig. 3(b)). In the case of εS = 0.1, εR = 0 and Sc = 1.0, the receivers’
frameworks come to complete accordance, as described in the previous section.
This accordance is broken when no more than one bit is determined physically,
i.e., Sc < 1.0. The mixture of social and physical facts affects on the formation
of institutions only for εS = 0.1, εR = 0. The other lines in Fig. 3 are virtually
flat for all values of Sc.

(b)

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

0

1

2

3

4

Sc

εR=0.1

εR=0.01

εR=0.001
εR=1Ε−4εR=1Ε−5

εR=0

εS=0(a)

Dave

εR=0

εS=0

Sc
1.00.80.60.40.20

εS=0.1

εS=0.01

εS=1E-5
εS=1E-4

0

1

2

3

4
εS=0.001

Fig. 3. Effects of the mixture of social and physical facts on (dis)accordance of cognitive
frameworks. The x-axis shows the ratio of social construction in facts (Sc), and the
facts are fully socially constructed at the right edge, Sc=1.0. The y-axis shows the
average distance in clusters. (a) The suppliers make errors, εR = 0. (b) The receivers
make errors, εS = 0. All results are ensemble averages over 10 runs for each point.

4 Discussion

4.1 Superficial and Cognitive Regularity

We showed that the effects of errors at an error rate of 0.1 on cluster formation
and accordance of frameworks were different from the other error rates. Further,
the effects also differed between suppliers’ and the receivers’ errors. The results
for the social construction of facts are summarised in Table 1.

At an error rate of 0.1, the relative cluster size is 1 for both the suppliers’
and the receivers’ errors. This situation represents the formation of superficial
regularity. Large-scale errors in the information supplied or of the receivers’
interpretation cause large-scale fluctuations in the receivers’ scores, which pro-
motes the receivers’ revision of suppliers. As the change is based on imitation of
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Table 1. Effects of errors on cluster formation and the accordance of frameworks. The
relative cluster size is the ratio of cluster size to all receivers.

error by error rate the relative cluster size distance in clusters

suppliers’ < 0.1 0.1∼0.2 0.5∼2.5
0.1 1 0

receivers’ < 0.1 0.1∼0.2 0.5∼2.5
0.1 1 ∼4.0

the externally observable behaviours of others, i.e., selection of the information
supplier, the selections are finally canalised to one supplier.

For suppliers’ error, there is also regularity in the cognitive frameworks,
Dave = 0, when the error rate is εS = 0.1. Once all receivers obtain infor-
mation from only one supplier, the interpretation error by the supplier does
not matter, as the facts are constructed by the receivers themselves through
a majority vote based on the uniform information in the society. Any receiver
with a different framework from the majority must revise its framework to con-
form to the majority. Thus, the cognitive frameworks are built up until they
are common to all receivers. This situation provides individuals in the society
with consistency/regularity in their world views and has a self-enforcement func-
tion. Accordingly, we consider this situation the formation/establishment of a
(cognitive) institution.

In contrast, frequent receiver error (εR = 0.1) does not result in concordance
of the cognitive frameworks, i.e., Dave

∼= 4.0. The error prevents them achieving
a good score and they keep changing their framework forever.

When the fact is partly determined physically, the formation of an institu-
tion cannot be completed. There remains diversity in the cognitive framework,
Dave > 0, as shown in Fig. 3. Suppliers’ interpretation errors about the phys-
ically determined facts induce the receivers to revise their frameworks. With
regard to physical facts, the revisions keep occurring as the receivers are not
forced to come into accordance with the majority and frequent errors by the
suppliers weaken enforcement upon receivers to conform to the same framework
as the suppliers3.

4.2 Phase Transition at Error Threshold

At an error rate of 0.1 per bit, the agents always make errors in interpretation
as the frameworks are 10 bits in length. This value corresponds to the error
threshold, εth = 1/L, which was proposed by Eigen[13] as the critical accuracy
of information copy in the context of the origin of life. He showed that there
was a phase transition at the critical value in the distribution of information
entities4.
3 When there is no error, εS = εR = 0, the enforcement works well, as shown in our

previous study[11], and indicated in Fig. 3 for all cases of the mixture of facts.
4 The information entities are genes in the context of the origin of life.
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Figure 4 shows thorough calculation of the dependence of the average dis-
tance, Dave, on the suppliers’ error rate, εS , and the degree of social construction,
Sc. The distance, Dave, is an order parameter in this system, as complete accor-
dance of the framework in clusters brings the distance Dave = 0, and the random
state Dave = L/2. The distance increases monotonically with the error rate from
small values to εS ∼= 0.03. It decreases for large values of Sc at εS = 0.03 ∼ 0.1.
Especially, for Sc = 1.0, it falls abruptly to Dave = 0, i.e., complete order. This
abrupt descend indicates full accordance of the cognitive framework, i.e., social
order, established at εS = 0.1. This result suggests a phase transition in the
formation of institutions at the point of the error threshold of the suppliers’
error, when facts are mainly constructed socially. In this graph, the change to
Dave = 0 is not completely discontinuous but is smooth. This may be caused by
the finiteness of the system.

Sc

Dave

εS

 0
 1
 2
 3
 4
 5

 0.0
 0.2

 0.4
 0.6

 0.8
 1.0

 1e-05 1e-04 0.001 0.01 0.1 1

Fig. 4. Dependence of the average distance on the suppliers’ error rate, εS (log scale),
and the degree of social construction, Sc. These results are ensemble averages over 10
runs for each point.

5 Conclusion

Using a multi-agent-based simulation, in which agents are equipped with adap-
tive cognitive frameworks, we studied the formation of institutions when the
facts are constructed through social consensus.

Our simulation results suggested the following conditions for the formation of
cognitive institutions, the ordered state of the cognitive framework in a society:
1) the information suppliers frequently make interpretation errors; 2) the infor-
mation receivers seldom make interpretation errors; and 3) facts are constructed
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through social consensus. It was also suggested that there is a phase transition
at the error threshold of the suppliers’ error in the formation of institutions.

The present system remains to be improved in regard to several points. The
model of agents is very simple and static, and we should therefore test how
the results are reproduced with a more dynamic agent model, such as that of
a cognitive individual with internal dynamics[14]. Another point is the intro-
duction of a temporal correlation between objective situations and to let the
agents predict the future situation. This is also possible by using the individual
model with internal dynamics. Future studies should also compare the suggested
conditions to empirical evidence. Of course, while there are many difficulties in
direct comparisons, political elections would be a possibility.
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